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Dear Fannie:

I was very much interested in your letter which came a few days ago, and as I had been planning some time to write you, I decided to do so at once, but I couldn't very well do so till after yesterday because that was the day of five language exams which I am glad to say we passed all right. Betty worked very hard in preparation and did very well I thought. The committee have announced their grades but they congratulated us on passing by going to Swatow to athletic events under the Charities of the Anglo-Chinese College, which happened to come that afternoon, and celebrated the evening by that in the first of the jobs that Betty has been sitting up to when exams were over I can't remember them all but they story from the starting of a different system and bookkeeping and organization for the boy to be under their supervision. Well the next day was Sunday and I'm taking the opportunity to write to you. It's a full day as usual. I read half an hour or so after breakfast so had a bit more Chinese till after Chinese service and then it was time to start for English service and when I got home it was dinner time (about an hour later than usual on Sundays). After dinner it practiced hymns for SS! while I have to play the organ. Perhaps I have given the service of the day before but now I get home at 5:30 then have play a procession while the boys march in, another while they recite to different rooms' classes, another to bring them back to closing exercises and an organizational at the cloake while they hand in papers and pencils and get out in disorder. So that night there is nothing beside I am pretty busy outside of bedroom. But having that hour I have the time to read and I enjoy it so. I wonder if you have ever read any
of Matthew Arnold. When I was at Union one evening while I read poetry to us and Matthew Arnold was the subject one evening, I remember to feel that London Green and the one that speaks of Jesus coming to the goat as well as the sheep and Dover Beach. I thought and still think that Dover Beach is the most beautiful assemblage of words that I have found in the English language. The sentiment is one that I never by any chance feel. And in reading the poems, I imagine the beauty of the words. Someone had given me a pocket edition of the poems of Matthew Arnold which did not contain Dover Beach so I gave it away and bought one that did. And that was all my acquaintance with his writings except that I read and gave away most of the

for some time somewhere I picked up second hand a very cheap edition of his "Essays in Criticism" and I suppose took it to the publica, but neglected to read it. Fortunately it found its way to the desk of "Bulfinch and his "Literature and his "..." and "Literature and "which I bought in England for a shilling each and never read.

Sometimes I have been determined to investigate "Essays in Criticism" so I read the introduction which ought to be read last instead of first, because it is full of allusions to matters in the essays that I read the first two essays, and found the ideas and style irreplaceable but not especially fascinating. I read the one on "Frederic" and I compared it with Heine's "Frederic," and was a little interested. But when it occurred to me to "look into what he said "On Translating Homer" and then I found a treat. I have read the book aloud at odd moments ever since and read it to the exclusion even of such things as the world's work war summer.
I have read it aloud to Betty at the table until she either knows most of it by heart or else is tired of it. I'm not sure which. It isn't because it deals with Greek for I can read the Greek not much better than the Latin and am grateful for his translations of each. But as a study of English poetry it has been a delight. And it encouraged me to get out literature and machinery of which I have today devoured some hundred pages, about all the "Sweetness and Light" chapter. It certainly has been a surprise to me because while I liked those poems they were only selections from "Selected Poems of A" and I had supposed that all his other poems and all his verse would be so hopelessly highbrow that I couldn't learn it at all. Some day you will have such a surprise as this, maybe not with Matthew Arnold but perhaps with Ruskin or Tennyson or T. S. Eliot even with poetical of whom I only know the name and fame such as Walter Pater or Bagehot or Henry James.

If you do write and tell me about it, I should be glad to see your afternoon newspaper. I would have been much more convenient for me if you had written at Tivoli. But then the difficulty with me was not to arrange to go. It was to get wanted. I hate to see her; she has answered your question about Paris, so there will be no need for me to try. She was much interested I was more interested in your music. I would give a good deal to have your course in History of Music. It must be splendid. I like it even to be a conductor too. I shall have to do some of that probably before I get there. But I imagine it is rather elementary work that we do here. What book do you use in What of M? Is it heavy and expensive?

How does the service at the 2nd Congregate now that Mr. Hammond has left? I hear Bob Wicks was in U.S. when I wrote there and I think a bit o' him. Please remember me to him. Please remember me to Myron also. I suppose fought a battle.
Miss Nigron is about but she seems so young and nice that I find it hard to realize that it was as a faculty that I met her. It seems as natural to say Miss Nigron about as it does to say the Prime Minister of England. And when I go back to South Hackley again there will only be two things in connection with the College that I shall specially want to do. One is to see Miss Holley whom I have never had the honor of meeting. And the other is to call on Miss Yalbot.

Mother sent your letter describing getting settled and I was much interested in it. When I think of moving in a few months and then maybe again in a year or so, I wonder if I had only a few things. I suppose I should be well fitted out. All his possessions, exclusive of furniture except perhaps be carried by one man and he can't at all crowded in a room the size of our bathroom at home, but here we have to have enough chairs to seat the whole company and then have to more chairs from one room to another till in two years we have one big bookcase and a time box still standing on the verandah unpainted waiting for another bookcase to be finished so that we may have some place to put the books. There at least 15 suits of clothes and yet when I want to dress up for any informal occasion I don't have the right clothes. I am constantly impressed by the same thing that I had so often when packing up to come here—that many possessions often are habitually instead of an asset and yet when it comes to disassembling with them do them. I find that there is not enough, too many things we really haven't enough. Why can't have us religiously save all our wrapping paper and nails that we pull out of boxes? Why are all made of because these things are hard to get here and we don't have the telephone and the truly
and lectures concerts and theater and base
ball and politics all the time. And when
furlough time comes and we have to find
a place to store all this or else have it
around and let someone else use the
furniture in return for whatever care
they may see fit to give the other things,
then indeed the man who has great
possessions may be sorrowful. All thing
stoneware, desk, piano. organ. 15 chairs. break
wash stand, wardrobe. 2 or more bookcases. 1 3
clothes. books. papers. lamps etc all to be
left. Such things as tennis racket. keystone. big Chinese dictionary. It & be con
sidered whether it is best to take them home
or leave them. Such things as Chinese baskets
and buckets. straw matting. curtains. to be
considered whether better to store. sell or
have to be used. Pack all the books so
that neither mold. silver. fish. book-worms
shall corrupt or white ants break this
to steal. I have almost made me tried
to write about it. and planning isn't a
patch on what will have to be done. It
would be delightful to go with just a
couple of trunks and suitcases a coat. a
till. articles etc. But then what about
violin. apparatus. racket. camera. etc. And
all the most much studying of Chinese is done
at home. Everybody takes at least the Swatow
diction and a New Testament. and some
take much more.

Mon. M.

When I got so far it came to be time
to go to bed. So I let this stop. And there
is no time on Mon. M. to continue so
good-byes. Wishing you a Merry Xmas
and helping you will get the little things
we sent in time for the Seawives

Your loving brother

Ellison.
Dear Aunt Jan,

Such a clever letter you sent me and such a dear enclosure. You may be sure nothing could bring pleasant associations than the tatting which has been as long a companion to Mother as I know what it means, for I have tried to do a little myself and I am very slow and clumsy at it—but I hope to do better some day.

"The Weekly News" is not quite dead, but its originator finds it hard to take the time that he wants to compile it. I expect even now that m shall be quite
flushed for a month or two at
Noo City.

There is settling, and then a
hunt is planned at the time of
Chinese New Year about Feb. 15.

While the men go hunting, the wives
are entertained at Chao Yang. It
will mean the best part of a week
I think. Soon by April 7—possibly
the Bakers will leave Noo City.

and then we shall be alone, but
in June again we must pack up
and tea for Chao Yang. So the
months run away.

I wish I had you here to play
for me. In the meantime much
love to dear Aunt Jeff.

Sattie.
Scutari, China
January 12, 1915

Dear Fannie,

Just a little note to thank you for your share in our nice Christmas. It certainly is a treat to have the Mount Holyoke and I am going to enjoy it all the more as I go to Chaochowfu (Hu City) to live, because I expect there will be many times when Ellin will have to go away to leave me. Indeed they are talking of making him one of two general evangelical missionaries and that will mean much hard. I rather dread the thought, although I want him always to do what is best for the work.

Your good letters have been a joy to us and I cannot tell you how much it is to hear what is going on...
at college. Your Junior Prom and Slim Bay letter particularly carried me back to the old days.

The chorus work must be especially helpful. I am anxious to hear what a nice time you had when Miss Dickinson and Miss Bliss and others visited you.

I was interested to read newspaper reports of Founder's Day, too, as well as your interesting account.

The book of pictures is certainly nice. Have you one yourself too? Unless the picture of Carol and mother are not better. Every one is a reminder of good times. Isn't the one of Aunt Sue and Aunt Ellen dear? You are very good to us. Blessings on you.

Now much, too. I have been jumping up to supply Ellen with lamp chimney and glass jars for packing. He is looking real.
Dear Fannie,

Just a word to thank you for your nice letters. I was interested in what you said about an evening wrap. What are the other girls making? I have known one of the girls to buy two yards of white broad cloth and use for one.

Fold double. When I say, about B, it means near the two sides together, I just one shot (not a long line).

I can't draw it but try it with any piece of new wool goods and get the idea.

Would you like to have me buy you a Mandarin coat for an evening coat? Many people at home are paying big prices for them. I understand I can get a long embroidered one of silk for anywhere from $5 to $10. Then there would be duty. Mrs. Baker got a beauty dark blue silk embroidered in gold thread for less than $5, gold just before Chinese New Year's. If you want one, my write immediately on receiving this. I could probably get it to you by end of May or 1st of June.

Chaochou F. Clinic
February 25, 1915
I have been thinking too, about your next year's work. Of course you'd think I should feel most inclined to try for a position as teacher of music. It is difficult I know, but it keeps you in work that you love, and keeps you from the slow grind of the daily teaching of the same subject. I think you would find it would keep you fitter and better developed mentally and physically. You would be eminently fitted for such work and could be invaluable to a community in fostering a more musical atmosphere, and perhaps then turn your philanthropic work beside.

So glad you are going to give a song recital and shall be glad to hear more fully about it later.

It has been quite busy settling but each day sees a little advance and the work is nearly over.

\[\text{Friday Am. February 26, 1915} \quad \text{Lottie.}\]

I have sent a little graduation present for you in three pieces at three different times. Hope it will reach you safely with our love.
Dear Fannie,

The exchanged book, "The Storm Girl" has arrived for grandpa, and I am pleased. We will bring it with us since the time is so close now.

Mother was greatly pleased with your invitation for her to spend Thanksgiving at 1866. That is what she decided to stay on - and I am pleased, not only because we all enjoy her cooking, but because she is enjoying it, and has found much
food for thought in the books and magazines which lie on our tables.

Polly will be home at Thanksgiving, and Marion has invited her folks to her home so that she could not come to Holyoke. But I appreciate your thought for her. I had not even broached the subject to her, for I felt that it was impossible both at your end and her end.

Your letter about the rain, and Chummie, and the squash pie was very amusing. Alice and John will appreciate it. 😊

John's last letter has a tired note in it, but I will send it on. The fact that you are going to
MRS. E. STORY HILDERETH
SOUTH ROYALTON
VERMONT

call him up next week, we'll make him very happy.

very busy week for me - duties every evening except Saturday. I had a touch of lumbago and feels mean, but is better. Much love to you both, we are hoping Grandpa is more comfortable and we are looking forward to next week when Grandma Lane will come with us to Holyoke.

Please do not change my dental appointment as it might give me a headache, and I do not want one for Thursday. If he wants to see...
me on Wednesday, I should be glad to have any work that was not too great a strain done then - or have him look and plan what is best to be done. I hurriedly but with much love!

Lottie.

Thanks for snap shot.
Dear Alice and Ray - Fannie

Our days have been pretty full lately. I haven't been able to help Faith for over a week; during that time her father died. When we heard that Alice Baker (who used to live next door to us in China, and cared for the children when I was in the hospital in Peking) was coming to visit us for the week and I phoned to the E Tyers that I could not go with them to the Flower Show in Boston, and I would be too busy getting ready for Alice's visit. She arrived by bus at about 2:00 Saturday, and, tho she looked a bit paler and seemed a bit stiff in walking, she had not changed a bit.

After lunch, we took her up to Valentine's greenhouse, where we got flowers for the church for Sunday. Mr. Valentine gave us a passion flower, which we put in the church vestibule, and many people were interested in it. The flowers we got were daffodils and snapdragons; we took them down to the church, and I arranged them, daffies in one vase, and snaps in another. But when we got to church Sun. a.m., we found that they had been rearranged, and all mixed together.

On the way back from the greenhouse, Daddy drove us by a roundabout route that we had never been over, down to the church; and home again by the colonial Episcopal Church, and the hill with the beautiful view, where the Easter sunrise service is held.

Sunday morning we went to church as usual; Alice was not used to a woman in a hister, and so not so enthusiastic as we should have liked to have her, over a good sermon. In the p.m., Mr. Coolidge drove over here, and went with Daddy to the Scotland Church, where the minister was being examined for ordination. Alice and I rested, took a short walk in the west, and then after supper we three went to Boston service at South Killingly, where Mr. Coolidge lives. Just before we started, we got a message that Mr. Coolidge had had an accident, and was hurt; so he and Mrs. C. would not be at the church. So Daddy left Alice and me at the church, and went on to the G home to learn how badly hurt Mr. C. was; found he was not back from the clinic where his hurts were being cared for, and waited till he did come; which meant that he got to church just before the benediction, and was able to give the latest bulletin on Mr. C's health to the folks who inquired at the church, and also at the "refreshments" in the Community House after the service.

It seems that Mr. C. who is 55, was coming out of a side road (short cut) and crossing the state road (Route 6, Hartford to Providence) and failed to see a car approaching on Route 6, because it was the same color as the background; so he drove across, and didn't quite make it, being hit in the rear by the Route 6 car, so violently that his car was turned completely around. His head was cut (several stitches); his right shoulder was hurt, and the arm was in a sling. I told the folks that I suspected a green stick fracture, such as Lottie had in our accident in Greenfield, and X-ray the next day proves that I was right. One knee was badly bruised, and there were other bruises. The car is probably a total loss. When he came in he talked very fast, called himself a fool, fool, and said that it was all his fault, because he didn't make a complete stop before crossing Route 6. After the "refreshments" we all went up to the house, and stayed a while; he was quieter by that time. The next day he was very still, and will be for several weeks, I guess. He hopes to be able to get another car, that will be a very difficult financial problem. He was afraid that they would take his license away from him. And if they don't he will have to carry insurance, and at his age he says the premium will be too high. But at any rate, he won't be driving a car till that shoulder gets well. He was also afraid that he would have to pay for the damage to the other car, which was heavy, but on Monday he called up to say that the other man had called and said he was not going to hold Mr. C. responsible for the accident; relief.

On Monday we phoned Margaret Winn Bartlett that Alice's were here, and she invited us to come over to Uxbridge. We drove over past the shop of the Stevens mill (linen) in Webster, and Alice was delighted to buy 3 lb of linen terry; remnants at 50 cents a lb. We have a pound, and Alice's sis-in-law will have some. We had a lovely visit with Margaret, saw their New Zealand white Rex (albino) rabbits their earthworms, their two dogs, their
wonderful birds feeding outside; and then we had delicious tea and a nippy salad with crackers - very nice.

Alice B. left in the rain early Tuesday afternoon. Just before she left, a man came to do our kitchen and bathroom ceilings (arranged for before we knew Alice was coming, and at the same time sweat-by-the-hour came to clean our bedroom (part of spring house cleaning) when Alice had slept; we slept in the attic (John's room) except that Saturday night I (Lottie) slept on a couch down stairs, because I was expecting John to come. We were disappointed that he didn't come.

The other day we had a letter from Alice that Mrs. Ballou had been ill, then worse, then went to hospital at Hanover, and finally died. Her trouble was too many red corpuscles, with resulting strain on the heart. I do not understand how that condition strains the heart; and when we were in China we were always trouble by too few red corpuscles, with resulting weakness; but we were told that too many red was worse. Mrs. Ballou was buried on Sunday. It is doubtful whether we could have gone, even if Alice Baker had not been coming. It will make a big difference to the Ballou family, not having Mrs. B. drop in to see them at frequent intervals; she will be missed all right.

Dear Fannie,

I am not sure whether I put a copy of this letter in the envelope I sent for or not and so I will send this under separate cover to you. & and I have had twinges of rheumatism and my left ankle was painful and swollen last evening - account of damages mostly nothing serious. Love to you.
Miss Fannie Fieldbelt
for the white field of the
1866 Northampton St
Holyoke Mass
We wouldn't laugh to see you not much. Hope you are comfortable now. There are 4 trains from here to WRJ at least. The 9:45 connects for SR. The other 2 that I mentioned get to WRJ at about 10 or a 10:00 p.m. There is. and they think about halfway between.

Say 6:45. Do you come on Fri. that would enable me to meet you and get up to R for the ICE school? Won't expect you to do that you and just apportion from here. Just provide to attend stay as long as you want to. for dentistry or rest. We'll get on OK. I have not worked in dining room. was hard work was at church supper. No Bethel.
Miss Fannie Hildreth
for Mrs. Lottie Hildreth
1866 Northampton St.
Holyoke, Mass.
there not need dinning room — only supposed it to be
made of the time, Not cold, and not very sleepy now, the tine
be, not ate at dinner Above certain hour. Sausages too
In lower part of double b. at a certain hour. Sausages too
be, not ate at dinner Above certain hour. Sausages too
In lower part of double b. at a certain hour. Sausages too
be, not ate at dinner Above certain hour. Sausages too
In lower part of double b. at a certain hour. Sausages too
be, not ate at dinner Above certain hour. Sausages too
In lower part of double b. at a certain hour. Sausages too
Miss Fanne Hildreth
for Mrs. Lothe Hildreth
1866 Northampton St
Holyoke, Mass
Nicie crowd at the supper tonight. Only trouble was that we ate up the fruit and there wasn’t enough for the help. But they went around and asked people to take seconds. Plenty of fish in the kitchen. Only thing wasn’t plenty. CT so called tomorrow might Friday. Don’t get know when you are coming. But shall be glad to see you. Let hope things fine for you.
Dear Vermont,

Well, it's almost time to send Christmas greetings to everybody! It doesn't look like it outside though for the sun is shining on a world that show no sign of snow. I believe that isn't so in many other parts of this country at the present. There has been a lot of snow in other places. We have had a little but it is all gone. I'm quite satisfied to live where there isn't very much!

I haven't had much time to get ready for Christmas with that outlining of my new history book to do every day. I may have to change my plan of work and let myself get behind in the typing. I could make a more careful that I could use in class work all right and then do only a little typing of it each day instead of trying to keep up with myself every day. I tried making a fairly careful outline and giving it to my student secretary to type. But the girl who does my work is not a very bright student and she made so many mistakes that it was too much work to correct them! And of course it looked badly when she got through. She spelled "Roman" with two O's just because my "a" didn't go all the way down to the line. She seemed to be copying without paying any attention to the sense of the thing. Well, anyway I have been busy and I didn't even get at the making of my Christmas list until day before yesterday!

That sounds bad but I have quite a few ideas and plans already under way. There now remains the necessity of finding time to get the things either ordered or bought. I made a start yesterday.

The streets look pretty now with their bright colored lights on Christmas trees or strung across the street. Cummie would love to go shopping with me when I come home from school but this week she hasn't been able to trot around so much. She made a little cut on the bottom of one her paw this week sliding after the ball. We throw it for her to chase and she always slides at the last of the short run to catch up with it. I have strung down the edge of the rug to keep it in place and keep us from falling over it. Whether she stuck one of those tacks or whether she cracked it on the edge of the linoleum or rug I couldn't say. But she did it and came back limping. That was the end of the ball game for the night. I expected that it would soon heal up as it has done before, but this time it has kept breaking open again. So we have had to keep her in the house more and not let her play ball or jump around. That was too bad when she wanted to do it, and it was especially too bad on Thursday which was her birthday! She was nine years old that day! I wish she were several years younger! But you would not know her age to see her pep! She couldn't go out for her walk with Father before his breakfast. I took her downtown with me when I went but I carried her some of the time to keep her off her foot. I was so late in getting home that I couldn't get the liver for her that I intended to give her to celebrate the day! So she had a can of Richardson and Robbins chicken for supper instead! And to make sure that she did not get a better supper than we had I opened another for ourselves!
There are so many Christmas cards to write that I shall have to cut this letter short. I went to a meeting of my group Friday night and took with me a ten cent present. I went late so that I could do a little studying first. I had planned to go to choir first and then go late to the group, but as I had been having a little cold I decided it would be better for me not to sing anyway and so I stayed home instead until about 8:30. They were still playing games when I got there. After a while we had refreshments. I "poured"! One of the hostesses was not there so I took her place. There were nice sandwiches and Sanka coffee and raised doughnuts, and chocolates.

Later we went back into the living room and opened our gifts. I carried around the big basket with the gifts and each one picked out the one that they liked the looks of. The girl who sat next to me was the one who chose the gift that I had brought. When she opened it she said, "Oh, Oh! I'm so glad I chose this one!" I had gotten a ten cent frame in the store and had put a snapshot in it. She felt through the paper and said to the one next to her, "I know what I've got." She just thought it was some picture that you would buy in a store. But was she pleased when she found it was a picture of Father and Chummie!

I was invited to go to another group meeting on Wednesday afternoon and sing some Carols with my auto harp. I hated to take all the time that it did for they put me last on the program but I did enjoy hearing The Story of the Other Wise Man read again. They had some very nice sandwiches which Chummie enjoyed! I did too!

Well, the days will fly by this week and next. I wanted to go to a Christmas party of the teachers of the town of W. Spf. but I decided to cut that out as I was getting too tired and wanted to keep well.

It's getting late now, so I'll say goodnight and hope that you are enjoying the happy season.

Lovingly, Tommy

In ending check for "the next." I guess it pretty late for letters but I could use another "little suit-case" from Montgomery Ward. And I need some writing paper for school use. Also I like pretty letterhead. I use film. 11/4 or 5 1/4 with kind. Let's hear from.

I enjoy your finished letter.

Tommy
Dec. 19, 1937

Dear Folks,

A merry Christmas to all! This is Christmas Sunday and a big day in our church. Somehow there seems so much to do that things are rather hectic! I went over the river to get my people that I bring to church. Then when I got to the church I had to put Chummie's sweater on her and put her in the car. I took her down today because I wanted her to be in the picture that they were going to take after church. I put one sweater on the right way and the other on her hind legs and pinned the two together. She looked funny but it would keep her warmer that way. I don't usually take her now to church for it is getting too cold and she is rather used to staying at home now everybody.

We had a large number of bass singers in choir. Some of them were boys home from college or school. And my nephew, John sang too. I met him at the Springfield station yesterday and brought him here to stay until Monday when he will continue home to Vermont for the holidays. I dashed down for him to meet the 11.30 train. I was five minutes late for it but it was an hour and 30 minutes late at the beginning and later it proved to be over two hours late! I bought a cup of coffee and telephoned home to tell the folks not to wait dinner. Chummie and I waited. I looked up trains to Florida and did some history outlining. But it made it rather a rush to get home about 2.15 or so and eat dinner, change my dress and
get to the church for the children's party. I wanted to get there by 3.15 but I didn't quite make that. We had a nice time at the party with the children singing pieces and singing songs. And then Santa paid a visit and the children got their gifts. Then I did a little shopping while John had a haircut. There wasn't much left to that day after the dishes were done!

Well, to go on with today. We had a fine sermon. And then the children all came in to bring their gifts. A college girl read the story of Why the Chimes Rang. The poor little kindergartners couldn't keep quiet that long. There were "Mama's" and "Daddy's" called out and once "Go away". The reader had to keep on over that amusing diversion which caused many smiles.

After church a movie was taken of the congregation as they left the church and another one as the people at S.S left. I carried Chummie with me as we went down the steps together. When we came out of the church we came out in regular order but they told us that they hadn't taken it and we had to do it over! By that time I was way out of line and had to go down with the men. It was only by luck that I even knew that it was being taken again.

Tonight there is a pageant and I have to sing in the unseen choir in the back gallery. I hope it goes all right. I couldn't stay for the rehearsal, the one they had today, I mean. I stayed until after 10 on Friday night when there were only a few of us here.

It's time now to get supper and dash off to the pageant. Hope again that you have a happy Christmas!

Lovingly,

(Handwritten note: Little - I can get only 1/2)
Dear Vermonters,

Christmas Day has come and gone and now it is almost the end of Christmas Sunday. The rush of the season is over and I can draw a long breath! Tomorrow I don’t need to get up early and go to school, and Chummie can have me at home for a week. I just about had time to get everything done taking things in their turn and stealing some time out of the night to finish things up. Now I can make up the sleep by staying in bed late in the mornings. That makes the additional benefit of cutting out one meal and so cutting down on the calories! The engagements that I know about now for the week are Tuesday noon, when I expect to go to the Rotary dinner with Father for Family Day. (He hasn’t asked me yet, but I went last year and so I’ll be there again this year I’m sure.) Then I’ll drive to Springfield to sing for the Hard of Hearing Club(!) Thursday night is Prayer Meeting and Friday afternoon is my club. But that gives quite a lot of time for reading or catching up on my history outline. I have a nice book by Bess Streeter Aldrich from my cousin Helen who is staying with us over the weekend. We opened our gifts together at her home in Northampton St. Her room has been recently done over and enlarged and it looks fine.

Before we went up there I opened one present from Father. It was a stocking filled with Spratt’s dog foods for Chummie! She was much interested and went to look at it after I hung it on the tree. Later in the day she got another one from my cousin in Boston! This one was filled with Trusty foods, so there is variety you see. She enjoyed seeing the packages opened and looked and smelled of everything that I would let her see. She got a new ball from the Kems, a beautiful red ribbon from the Boston cousin. I gave her a leash and a clot dog. When we undid the things from Vermont there was a present for her from Foxie, my brother’s dog. It was a rubber cat with a squeak! She was crazy about it and began to tear it to pieces! I took off the bell and took out the whistle so that she would not swallow it. We got a box of grapefruit and oranges, or rather a large basket, from the Cunninghams in Florida. We have sampled them and they are great! Well in the basket was a present from Buster, their dog, to Chummie. In it was a row of rubber animals with squeaks. Once more Chummie was tickled and excited. She will jump way up high to try to get them. She certainly showed her appreciation of all her gifts! And of course I was pleased to have my “child” remembered!

I had a lovely crocheted chair set from my sister in law, Lottie, a can opener that goes on the wall, from my brother a film for my camera, from my nephew, John, some nice writing paper just right for writing thank-you notes, from my niece Alice. From my cousin Marion in Boston I got a candy Santa and the cutest little lollipop in the shape of a green trumpet, and a lovely slip with a blue stone and diamonds (?) (!) It is beautiful. My cousin Helen from Northampton gave me a book “Mother Mason” by Bess Streeter Aldrich, and a bath mat. Mrs. Kemp and Alice gave me the material for a slip which she will make up for me after Christmas. Father gave me a five year diary and some money. The latter was in envelopes
numbered and the amounts started with one penny and went on in increasingly larger amounts until there was quite a sum.

I had other gifts too but now I must tell you about the present that Chummie gave me! It's a movie camera! I want to have some pictures of Father for future use. I thought once of giving it to Father but I knew that I would be the one using it and I was afraid that my father would think that it was extravagant. So I let Chummie give it to me! I took some pictures yesterday of Father playing ball with Chummie and some of my cousin Helen who came back with us after we had dinner at her boarding house. She was in the picture too. After supper I put on my bright lights and took some in the living room. I have no idea how they will come out as the space in which to "find" the subject is very small and I may have cut off the heads of the people I took!

After I went down with some gifts for the Browns. It was nice to see Mother Brown again. I took some pictures of them all, that is all except Rachel who was in N.Y. Marcia heard the racket and came downstairs and was allowed to dress up in her new dress that Friscilla had made for her and take part in the picture. Again I would say that I have no idea how it will come out for while I was there I had to reverse the film and retread the camera. It was the first time I had done it and I had quite a time figuring it out and getting it to run again. But finally it was accomplished and I went on with the film. If it is a good day tomorrow I'll try to finish the film and send it off to be processed and developed by the company. That is paid for in the original cost of the film. It will be nice to take it to Florida and take pictures of the places we go to and some of the nice friends we have. And then some evening at home we can run them off and see ourselves and our friends.

Mrs. Kemp and Alice came to dinner today to help get it ready. She roasted a chicken and made a steamed Troy pudding on Friday, besides cooking squash and doing a lot of other things. If I took my people back to So. Hadley after Sunday School and then came home and put the chicken in to cook for three quarters of an hour it would be a very late dinner for the Hillreths. We are not stylish with late hours for our meals. So Mrs. Kemp came right after Sunday School and had things all going when I got home with Father, my cousin and Chummie about 1:00 o'clock. We had a very nice dinner and then I showed them our things before they went off to their relatives. I took some pictures of them with Chummie and they took some of me with her. I do hope that I didn't expose the film and spoil it when I was rethreading it. The film got rather loose on the spool while I was going it! I'll have to learn by experience. Mr. Morrill took some pictures of the Kindergarten two weeks ago but they were a failure because the film broke and so it didn't feed after that.

We've just called up South Royalton, Vt. and had a little talk with Ellison and Lottie. They said that there was a gang of about 20 young folks around the piano, singing. We got in some general thankyous but we'll have to go in more detail in letters.

It's 10:15 P.M. now so I think I will go to bed.

With best wishes for the New Year.

Lovingly,

[Signature]
Dear Folks,

Holyoke, Mass., Sept. 25, 1935, 2:30 P.M.

What a week this has been! This morning at church we sang, "Safely through another week, Thou hast brought us on our way" and it had an unusual meaning to it as we sang. The week will go down in local history as the week of the hurricane.

Last week it started to rain on Saturday afternoon about five o'clock just before we went to the Browns for supper. The next day was rainy. That was the opening day for the Eastern States Exposition in West Springfield. Monday was another rainy day. There was no school as it was children's Day at the exposition. I went to the library at the church and got some books for two young folks to read who are the City Home, one of them with an tiny baby and the other with a broken leg. I took Father downtown first to the movies. It was a dreary day and so he went to see "Alexander's Ragtime Band" in the evening. I went across the street to show all my new movies to the invalid girl there, daughter of the man who plays with my Father every Friday night. She had been having severe pain over the weekend and was much cheered up by seeing the pictures. She enjoyed seeing the seashore pictures and thought that they looked like the places she used to see ten years ago before she became sick. She is 20 years old now.

Well, the next day it rained. And it was the first day of banking at school, which made a lot of confusion. It was also the first payday of the year for the teachers! And it was Primary Day at the polls. And Gurley got nominated! And it looked as there was going to be a war! Alas, and alack! But we hadn't seen anything yet!

We began to get rather nervous in school about the prospect of another flood. The rain was still coming down. During the day the sun came out for a while however and the pupils went out at recess to walk up and down. But about 2:30, just before school was dismissed at 2:50 it began to come down again, and good and hard. At first I thought I would stay around a little and wait for it to let up but I soon decided to get underway so that Father would not worry about me. I hadn't been sure when I started out whether I would have trouble at some of the underpasses going down to school and so I knew he would be a little worried. There was quite a little water on the road in one place going down, but that had gone when I went home. But in the meantime the river had come up a lot! It wasn't even in sight in the morning at the place where it backs up near the Country Club, but now it was way over to the edge of the road in some places although quite a little below the level of the road. It was not so high as the time I went through the afternoon before the big flood of 1936 but it looked suspiciously like it.

I got home and put my car in the barn. I opened the other door of the barn so that Lenore might drive right in when she came. After a while the rain got worse and we began to watch it. It drove in great sheets across the field. It began to fill up the gutter across the street at the corner. Leaves began to fly and soon small branches too. I pushed the sewing table away from the big window in the living room so that the three of us might have front seats at the spectacle (I never thought of the danger of falling glass!) Pretty soon the grass was covered with twigs and branches. We saw what looked like a flash of lightning before the rain got too heavy. But there was no thunder. I said, "That was that?" The others thought it was lightning but we waited in vain for thunder. Then I noticed sparks flying from the top of a telegraph pole at the corner. I telephoned the police in great excitement but he calmly said it was probably a transformer burning out. We waited for someone to come but no one did. There were too many other things happening to bother. The box just burned out and that was all. There was to that.

It was a little hard by this time to see through the window as
there bits of leaves on the glass but we soon saw that there was a big tree partly down on the other side of the field. Pretty soon cars began to turn back, showing that they could not get through. And then a policeman came and directed traffic in the midst of that terrible rain. I was much excited when I saw a tree leaning on a house across the street where the sick girl lives, I was relieved later to see that it was against the garage instead.

Eventually the wind wore itself out. I went out in the freshness to get some air and see how much damage. Chuckie was wild with delight at getting out but I was afraid to have her go off the lawn for fear of her getting into some of the wires. They were down in places and looked dangerous in others. The lights had gone off during the storm and we ate supper by candle light. Mrs. Kemp was too jittery to watch the storm so she went out in the kitchen to busy herself with supper. I warned her to look out for our big oak tree. With such a wind I was afraid that the old tree would go. But I guess the barn protected it some and I guess too that it has deeper roots than some of the other trees. It's still standing. But the small pear tree out front was broken and has been cut down by Mr. Smith. There was little left of the tall white lilac, so that is down too. But the yard looks better without them and we got little use from either of them anyway. The boys used to steal the pears and the lilacs were mostly too high to reach! On the north side two new trees put in by a neighbor were on a decided slant but they are still there with boards under them to support them, and they may get straightened out later. So we got off very lightly.

I found a kerosene lamp down stairs which I nearly got rid of a while ago! Lenore has kerosene in her oil range so she and Mrs. Kemp got out a little. Lenore had supper at our house and spent the evening with us. She had to leave her car soonest because from the house on account of fallen trees and wires. Later she got it home with considerable difficulty. There were trees across the road everywhere all over the city. 68 of them are down in our lovely cemetery! The one near our graves is leaning on another and will undoubtedly come down when they get around to it. Sometime ago they wanted to take it down but Father thought not. Well, it makes the space that was needed for me now without using the place where Baby Charles was buried in 1881. They had thought perhaps I could be buried there. But now I shall have a place of my own.

Betty Moore, Lenore, Mrs. Kemp and Father played games by the light of the kerosene lamp (without a shade on it) and with two candles. I read and looked casually at my lessons for the next day. I had no idea that I would be going anyway. No radio to cheer us, no cuckoo clock, even, to sing out, for he fell down and me Sunday night when I pulled the weights to wind him up. The hook that held him up turned and down he came. I caught him but he gave me a little dig in the thumb as I did it. No heater, but it wasn't cold. No lights but the lamp, candles and flashlights. So we went to bed early. About three o'clock, just after the lights came on I went downstairs and called the police to inquire about the road to W. Springfield. They said "You can't get through". When I told Father in the morning he was dubious. He said, "That was 5 O'clock. It may be all clear now." He was thinking about rain conditions and I was thinking about flood conditions and knew that that would get worse all the time instead of better. So it did. The radio finally announced at about 7:40 that there would be no school in W. Springfield. I telephoned two teachers who did not yet have electricity and therefore could not hear the radio. Fortunately they did have telephones. The ironical thing about school was that our principal told the pupils the day before not to call up and ask if there would be school on bad days. He said "The building will be open and the teachers are expected to be here", well, I didn't intend to go even if there had been school. I would have asked for a substitute rather than run the risk of getting caught down there and having Father worry about me at home.

Mrs. Kemp and I went to Laurel Park yesterday. It's terrible there but our cottage is all right. I took quite a few movies of the ravages.

---

They asked to send them the old school building. It should be turned into a museum.
Dear Folks,

I'll go on with my story of the hurricane now. It was a bright day that followed the storm and many people were out clearing up the trees that had fallen on the roads. I took some movies and went downtown to get some fish for dinner. I thought I would rather have fish than meat because I knew that they kept fish on ice and that wouldn't give out as the electrical refrigeration had. I found out afterward that the store that I traded usually for some meat had put ice in the bottom of their counter to keep the food cold.

That evening we went to prayer meeting. It was interesting to hear the reports people gave of their encounter with the storm. A lot of our ladies were at the church for a meeting and had to go home at the time the trees were falling. They had thrilling experiences of having trees fall in front of the car and then when they went into other streets trees fell behind them. But all got home safely. Our pastor told of going to Northampton in the afternoon to get a book at the library. When he was ready to come home the storm was beating down. He had changed his suit to a lightweight one before leaving home and had forgotten to change his pocketbook so that all he had was 25 cents. He waited for the storm to let up and then went to the police to find out the condition of the roads to Holyoke. They assured him that he could not get through. He used ten cents to call up Holyoke and then began thinking about where he might get a free lodging for the night. He went to the Baptist minister and had a nice supper and was kept for the night, so that turned out all right.

I lent our lamp that we had used to such advantage the night before to another family, Fren Buckley and her grandmother. The electricity came on the next day so then we turned it over to the Gablers. Their lights came on the next day after, so then the lamp stayed around without being used for awhile. I took it to school on Wednesday for one of the teachers. She had been correcting papers by the light of several candles. But she didn't have to use it after all for her lights came on too.

Friday there was no school again for us although the Holyoke schools were in session. I slept late and took it easy. In the afternoon I went to my club for the first meeting of the year. Our hostess had no electricity and had to make her coffee on the gas range in the basement! We had a most interesting talk by the 1st Cong. minister about his trip into Germany, England and Wales. It was very fine to hear it at a time when we were all so afraid of what Hitler might do in Czechoslovakia.

That evening I went down to church just incase someone came for choir rehearsal but no one did. Our organist was out in Utica and could not get home. Saturday I went to Laurel Park taking Cummie and Mrs. Kemp (notice the order! ! !). We put down some rat poison in the cottage and brought back two lamps to use if needed. Immense trees were down everywhere. The electricity was off so there was no danger from the many wires that were down. I asked that the first thing. We left the car at the entrance and picked our way around the trees. There were quite a few down around our house but they had not hurt the house. One fell across the back steps, that is the branches did. I was told later that a cupola had fallen from the roof so when I went up again yesterday I looked to see what they meant. It was our dummy chimney. There may be some nail holes in the roof covering that may let some water through but that is all I can see that may be wrong about it. The wooden chimney is on the ground back of the house and I think the house looks better without it on the roof!

I have sent away three films that I took during this time and I hope to get two of them back by the middle of the week. I took some of the dam but most of them are of trees, around here and in the cemetery and at Lauræn Park. Some of them may not come out very well for the light
wasn't good at times, especially the ones I took of our property just after the rain stopped and it cleared up.

Father played golf for the first time in quite a while last Wednesday. It was a warm day. I hustled home from school to take the folks to Laurel Park if they would go and found all away except Chummie. Lenore Parker took Father over as his friend with whom he often plays on Wed. and had already gone. So he just took one club and went around the course with them for the first nine holes. He stopped playing after that and had a shower. Then he waited for a bus for about a half hour he said and started to walk home but was picked up by someone. I had my hair shampooed instead of taking the trip. Saturday I took Mrs. Hemp and Cousin John and Leavina and Chummie and went to the park for the second time. There didn't seem to be much difference in the looks of the place so I took some more movies and finished up the film. They tell me that everyone must leave the park on Monday. Ordinarily they allow cottagers to live there longer than this but they are afraid of the fire hazard I suppose.

When we got back to school Monday we went on with the hymn that we had been singing before the hurricane. It was "God will take care of you." Since then we have sung, "His eye is on the sparrow." They were fitting hymns!

Our church calendar speaks today of the loss of some people during the hurricane. They were cousins of May C. Ollingwood who lives two houses from here. They were in their cottage at the shore when it was blown out to sea. The bodies later on were returned to the place from which they went out! Rather remarkable, isn't it!

We had our pastor's remarks early in the program last Thursday night so that the latter part of the program might be kept for prayer for peace. I wonder what the future will hold. Will it be like the days of 1864, 1866 and 1870 when Germany was fighting and getting new land for herself. She was then powerful enough in 1914 to do considerable damage before the world war was over. At least today the people of Bohemia are not facing hostile guns, even though they are having to give up land that has been theirs for a long time.

We heard from our friends the Cumings and of Florida that they did not suffer from the storm of the 21st. We had hoped that they might come to Holyoke. Had they done so they might have been driving right into the hurricane, and they certainly would have been delayed in getting away from here if they had planned to stay only a day or two. So it was well that they decided not to come.

I have a new teacher in my Primary Dept. of the Sunday School. She is a dear! She used to teach for me before she got married but has not done so since. She had a hard time today as there are two very difficult boys in the class, and one who has plenty of pep if aroused, and a girl who used to be a "case" and who has had to be put back into that class as she does not belong in the grade ahead in regular school. It is hard to do the work of the third grade if you are only in the second grade in school. I'm sure she will love this teacher and so will the little fellows when they get acquainted but today was pretty hard on her. Everyone was rather lively on account of the long church service and communion service.

Back on regular time today and so now our radio programs come at the proper time instead of an hour later than usual. I shall be sorry to have the days shorter though. Today is such a lovely day that I would like it to last longer.

Our savings are down now for the winter. I like the looks of the house better when they are off, although they are harmonious when they are up. We have stored them in the attic. Mr. Smith took them off soon after the hurricane. Too bad they didn't get off before. I wanted them off the week before but he had a funeral and put it off and then came the rain and the big wind. Love, [Signature]